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Event cards

The effect of event cards should be quite explicit in the text
description on the card. When played, the effect described has to
be applied. For example, the “New Principal Investigator” implies
moving a research from one laboratory to another. If this is not
possible the card cannot be played and if a player tried to play it
he/she has to keep the card and select another action.

After an event card is played, it is discarded for the rest of the
game. The event cards are the only grant cards that do not go to
the played grand card pile. This is an important rule that should not
be forgotten. Played event cards are removed from the game, don’t
go to the grant discard pile, and won’t be played again in the
current game.

New lab director

Whoever plays that event card must
select one laboratory in play, owned by
any player, and move it to another
player, together with any research it
might have and all the resources the
research may have (one of the involved
players can, of course, be the one
playing the card). There must be at least
one laboratory in play to be able to play
this card and the ownership of one (and
only one) laboratory must change by the
effect of this card.

Student protest

When the card is played, it has no
effect. It is a pun to the fact that
unfortunately it is frequent to see in
some area of science students as cheap
manpower with little to no right to
protest. This is usually not the case in the
Dark Matter area, but the game authors
believe it is worth raising the awareness
on the issue. This card is also a tribute to
the great boardgame “Junta” which has
a similar card.

No more funds

This card must be played on a research
being conducted. The research can have
resource or not, even be fulfilled (and not
yet resolved as the resolution of the
fulfilled research occurs after the action
phase when the event card is played). 
The research and all its eventual
resources are removed from game. The
laboratory is not affected, and is now
free to receive a new research. There are
2 of this event card.

New theoretical insight

Whoever plays it can look at one of
the dark matter candidate cards that

was not yet revealed, in secret, and
then put it back, knowing now

whether this candidate is or is not
dark matter
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Brilliant postdoc

A postdoc is a post-doctoral researcher, one of the nerves of the scientific world.
This card must be played on a research (if no research are being run the card can’t be
played) and will count for one resource of any kind that is missing, meaning the research
will be fulfilled with one less resource than necessary. For example, if a research needed
one student, one data, and one publication, and the “Brilliant postdoc” is played on it
while it has already a data card, then the research only needs one student card or one
publication card to be fulfilled. There is no need to say which resource the postdoc
replaces when played.

The postdoc will stay on the research until it is fulfilled and play whatever resource is
necessary. It is considered a generic resource, and will therefore be stolen together with
the research if “New lab director” or “New PI” is played, will be affected by “COVID
lockout”, but will not be affected by cards targeting grant cards. Once the research is
fulfilled, the postdoc is removed from game and doesn’t go back to the grant discard pile.

COVID lockout

when played, all resources
played on all the active researches
are discarded. This also includes the
resources on research of whoever
played the card. No one is protected
from the COVID lockout. Note that
the COVID vaccine research is not
affected by this card

Science ministry 
dissolved

whoever plays it can select
another player and force him or

her to discard all the grant cards,
face up, to the grant discard pile.
This includes all the money cards
and event cards that were in the

target player hand. The target
player will get back to the 3 card

hand at the end of the turn,
normally. If he or she had not

played this turn yet, he/she won’t
be able to play an event card,

obviously. It is a good way to put
back in game (in the discard pile)

powerful event cards that some
players might keep

Strange feeling 
of Déjà vu

by playing this card you
can get to your hand

one event card that has
already been played

and removed from the
game. This is the only
way to have an event

card played twice
during the game. The

chosen card is taken to
the player hand, and of

course can not be
played until the next turn
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all players, including whoever played that card,
must discard all their grant cards. At the end of the
turn everybody will naturally get back to 3 grant
cards, but meanwhile before the turn ends nobody
will be able to play more event cards, obviously

Fake news

Every laboratory, together
will any eventual research

on it and resources, is
moved to the player on

the left. The same effect
could be obtained if all

players would change
chairs one step to the

right, but this is not how it
is done. Revolutions move

things to the left, right?

Revolution

The PI is usually the person in charge
of a research. Playing this card

allows you to take one research,
together with its allocated resources,

and move it to another laboratory.
You must move a research to be able

to play this card. If there is no
laboratory able to receive the

research (must be empty and of the
correct depth), then this card cannot

be played

New Principal Investigator

Remember the event cards are resolved immediately upon being
played, before the end of turn (fulfilling researches, getting new
grant cards). 
In particular one can win the game by “stealing” a fulfilled
research from another player (via “New PI”, “New lab director” or
“Revolution!”), or prevent someone from winning by playing “No
more funds” on a fulfilled research before it can be resolved.

Friendly agency head

the agency is usually the governmental entity in charge of financing
basic research such as dark matter search. whoever plays this card
must target another player and take all his/her grant cards. Doing
so one normally should go back to 3 or less cards in hand, but if in
excess, then one can select which cards to discard
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